How 360 Realtors is
Changing the Concept
of Realty Events.

Insights drawn from the grand
success of a latest event at
Lucknow
Abstract In a time that is marked with promotional
pollution and cacophony of marketing hypes, 360
Realtors has pioneered the concept of value based
real estate marketing that are proving to be beneficial to all the major stakeholders involved- Developers, buyers, investors and advisories. Our unique
marketing plans are based on identifying unmet
demand- aggregate the demand through effective
marketing-and eventually capture the demand
through value added delivery models.
A recent exemplar of our value driven marketing
has been the PROP Show conducted on 21st and
22nd July, 2018 in Marriot Lucknow. We have partnered with 10+ major Pan India and Lucknow
based developers to showcase their properties
under one roof. Our ambitious foray has been fortified with an equally productive marketing and PR
campaigns, resulting into 1000+ visitors and 50+
purchases in just within 48 hours. This is an
unachievable feat in the history of Lucknow city.

The Genesis

Lucknow has been a traditional bastion of seasoned real estate investment. Buyers from Lucknow have shown
marked preference towards investing in real estate not only in the city but also in other parts of the country.
However amongst the glitz of bigger metros, it generally does not feature on the radar of larger pan India players.
As we have an extensive on-ground presence in the market, we often receive interest from genuine buyers, who
have appetite to invest in numerous pan-India properties but lack suitable platforms. Looking at the current
void, it struck to us about conducting a mega event, wherein pan-India players alongside local developers can
showcase their properties under one roof. Hence Prop Show Lucknow edition came into being, wherein we can
produce a platter of some of the best performing properties from Lucknow and other parts of India.

Integrated Marketing Campaigns:
As the largest real estate advisory in India, over the years we have honed the art of unleashing some of the most
effective real estate campaigns. We have proven expertise in creating tangible hypes in advance of the actual
event or product launch by orchestrating integrated marketing campaigns. In our Lucknow event as well we
embraced a host of media channels to create a complex yet a highly effective marketing strategy. We seamlessly
connected with our target audience across multiple touch points to create hype.
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High Octane Media Coverage:
Our powerful marketing outreach in Lucknow had been
complimented with an equal and effective PR game plan .
An initial pre event media coverage was conducted that
highlighted how PROP Show will facilitate a platform for
major pan India and Lucknow based developers to show
case their projects to curious buyers from Lucknow. Major
national and local news channels covered the event in
details, which has been very beneficial towards crating
initial buzz and complimented the marketing campaign in
attracting more footfalls. The pre event was followed by
post event success coverage. Also radio events were conducted, wherein the top leadership of 360 Realtors shared
actionable insights on Lucknow and Indian market.
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Grand Success:
The event was grand success as it witnessed over 1000 footfalls in
just 2 days. Never before in the history of Lucknow, such an explosive numbers been achieved. Likewise, it was concluded with more
than 50 closures, which again was hitherto unheard in the city. For
every transaction, 360 Realtors offered a guaranteed gift including
foreign trips and iPhone that was a major highlight of the event.

About 360 Realtors’ Developer’s
Advisory Practice
Over the recent years, Indian real estate industry has
been suffering from demand compression, due to
numerous factors including higher inventory overhang,
slowdown in property price growth and muted demand
from the buyers and investors community. As a result
developers have been forced to work for wafer thin
profit margins.
However despite incubated in a time that could not be
termed as the best time for real estate industry in India,
360 Realtors have defied most of the industry norms
and has emerged as the biggest advisory player in
primary residential real estate industry. The success has
been achieved through carefully developed, created and
curated expertise and industry transforming practices.

Prashant Mishra, AVP and Head UP, 360 Realtors

Our real estate advisory practice is a dedicated attempt
to share our know-how about the realty market of
India with the fraternity and help the industry players
realize unmet potentials by entering new verticals, tap
into new markets and design new products that are in
sync with the evolving demand patterns.
As the next stage of real estate advisory, our practice
will involve a host of services including strategy formation, product consultation and design, market research,
product mapping, marketing plans, media outreach and
much more to help developers devise and implement
their entire go to market strategy.
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